The National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) actively builds relationships with academia to collaborate on real-world, standards-based cybersecurity guidance that addresses business needs and helps train a cyber-capable workforce by involving students in the applied cybersecurity mission of the NCCoE.

**Areas for Collaboration**

**Participate in Applied Cybersecurity Experiences**
- Student Internships
- Undergraduate/graduate capstone projects
- Graduate research assistantships

**Facilitating Knowledge Sharing and Giving Back**
- Invite NCCoE technical leadership to participate on advisory committees or as event speakers
- Co-host an event with the NCCoE
- Submit project ideas to NCCoE, provide feedback, or collaborate on projects
- Participate in student and industry-led events at the NCCoE

**Visit us online:**
https://www.nccoe.nist.gov/get-involved/collaborate-us-academic-engagement

**Questions? Ready to collaborate?**
Email: nccoe-studentlab@nist.gov